Create a seamless job
experience for your clients
with P3Connect
january 22, 2018 boston, ma P3Software, the global leader in print management and sourcing technology announces
P3Connect, a powerful, fully-branded, client-facing portal. P3Connect gives your customers the ability to submit RFQs (Request For
Quote) and job orders electronically, through a sophisticated yet simple to use interface funneling them directly into the P3 system.

P3 users have long been saying, “If my
customers could input job specs directly
into P3, it would save a mountain of time.”
Well now they can!

Improved Customer Communications
Receiving and processing job starts online provides
tremendous advantages. Improved customer communications
and a more efficient process allows you to focus on adding
value rather than managing complexity. Simpler client
interactions make for satisfied clients. Expanding services,
managing costs, smart workflows and data analytics, put it
all together and it’s a game changer! Call a product expert
at 508.315.8000 for a discussion and/or demonstration of
how P3 can work for you.

“Sourcing jobs and Request For Quotes has historically been
handled through an awkward set of emails, phone calls, or third
party e-storefronts, none of which get the job done particularly
well,” said BobYancich, P3’s Operations Manager. “Our clients
have told us, ‘If only we could share the front of the P3 interface
with our customers, they could send jobs directly into the
system.’So that’s exactly what we built P3Connect to do.
P3Connect offers an end-to-end solution. On the client side,
customizable RFQ templates are branded so customers
only ever see one “face” for their print job. On the back end,
P3Connect automatically places job starts into the P3Source
system where they can be processed by operations. Bids
from additional vendors can be arranged and managed,
markups and taxes added and professional, branded proposals
generated and sent right from the P3 interface. P3Connect can
be integrated to any web interface or e-storefront.

Customers enter RFQs directly through an easy access portal

About P3 Software: p3software.com has been providing organizations with print management solutions for over 15 years. With a deep
background in the print industry, our key products focus on streamlining the print sourcing and buying process creating efficiencies and
cost savings for organizations of all kinds. P3 currently supports over 2,000 users in 9 countries.
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